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GOT CLASS?
Looking for some design inspiration, but have no time to get out from behind your desk or off of a jobsite?
Try an online course.

The Secrets to Exceptional Outdoor Spaces is an accredited, in-depth training course taught by a designer and featuring actual projects. The next design-only course runs every Tuesday from 6:30 p.m. to 7:30 p.m. MST Apr. 19 - May 24. A construction-only component of this course runs every Thursday from 6:30 p.m. to 7:30 p.m. MST Apr. 21 - May 26. Companies can sign up for both for complete training. The video modules are downloadable to a laptop or mobile device and can be used as tailgate training for onsite work crews.

For more, visit https://tnal.infusionsoft.com/go/secretsofspaces/nvrisview/.

For more information, please visit landscape-management.net